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Insurance Strategies

BY MATT MERCIER

 W  orkplace violence in the form of active shooter incidents has 
emerged as a threat that cannot be ignored. Although it’s a difficult 
subject, it is important for businesses to consider active shooter/

workplace violence insurance to cover gaps in standard coverage insurance. 
Here’s why... 

According to 2017 data from the Gun Violence Archive (GVA), America is 
averaging almost one mass shooting a day. GVA considers a mass shooting 
any incident in which a gunman shoots or kills four or more people in the 
same general time and location. It recorded 345 mass shootings in 2017 
and, as of the date of this article, 231 in 2018. 

Even when using the narrower mass shooting definition from the 
Congressional Research Service – the gunman kills four or more people in 
a public place and the victims were selected randomly – the average is an 
astounding one mass shooting a month.

Active shooter incidents are most common in commercial enterprises  
open to pedestrian traffic (43%). Retailers and offices open to the public 
are at the highest risk of an active shooting and liability for both civil and 
regulatory action.

Active Shooter & Workplace Violence Insurance

There is a misconception among organizations that their general liability 
insurance policy covers an active shooter event. The reality is that standard 
coverage – even terrorism insurance – cannot be depended on to respond to 
active shooter situations.
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Many incident-generated expenses can be 
anticipated; however, many are often unforeseen, 
including independent crisis management and security, 
employee counseling, public relations, salaries for victim 
employees and replacement employees, and medical 
care and/or rest and rehabilitation for employees.

While a number of underwriters offer active 
shooter or workplace violence insurance, programs 
may differ widely. For example, you will want to 
compare triggering events, third-party liability 
coverage, first-party coverage for losses, as well as 
expenses and post-event services.

In addition to premium cost, consider the following 
when deciding what is best for your business:

    ■ Limit amount
    ■ Claims expense coverage (damages, monetary 
awards, settlements)
    ■ Crisis response service
    ■ Funeral expense reimbursement
    ■ Security review audit and vulnerability testing

Additionally, carefully read the policy to determine 
if there is anything that may restrict coverage. Some 
common issues involve:

    ■ Coverage triggers: Does the policy require a 
specific number of casualties before it will  
kick in?
    ■ Terrorism: The best protection is for the policy  
to include terrorism. 
    ■ Weapons: Make sure the firearms or deadly 
weapons definition is clear and understandable 
as to the type of weapons covered.

Crisis Management Services
One thing to pay specific attention to in relation to 

crisis management services is any policy wording that 
states prior approval or review is required. Because post-
incident crisis management is a crucial step in protecting 
the organization’s reputation and mitigating future claims, 
make sure the company can respond immediately. 

Additional items that should be provided by your 
coverage include:

    ■ Investigation: Conduct an independent investigation 
into the active shooter event. The results can help 
drive crisis response planning, as well as identify 
possible third-party liability exposures.
    ■ Crisis management support: Advice and support on 
managing the issue, including a response hotline, 
crisis counseling, public relations and other crisis 
communications.
    ■ Temporary security measures: If needed, armed or 
unarmed security personnel to enhance security.

Risk Management – Not Solely Insurance
A true insurance partner will provide value-added 

risk management services such as a security review. This 
should include a risk assessment to identify any security 
gaps followed up with a risk management plan to address 
those gaps. The risk advisor should also have a variety 
of resources available to help prevent and mitigate risk 
instances, as well as to help educate and train personnel. 

      
MATT MERCIER  
CBIZ Insurance Services, Inc.
mmercier@cbiz.com • 941.960.8782
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Management & Performance

SCOTT MOODY  
CBIZ Risk & Advisory Services
smoody@cbiz.com • 717.999.0859

BY SCOTT MOODY

Predictive analytics – the process of determining 
patterns from existing data sets to predict future 
outcomes – is an effective way to create a 

competitive advantage. From the “shift” in major league 
baseball where a team bases the location of their fielders 
on the hitter’s tendencies to NFL stadiums mining data 
to sell more concessions, merchandise and tickets, the 
professional sports industry has become an early adopter 
of analytics. 

Businesses should take a page out of this playbook 
to achieve their own success. As technology continues 
to advance, organizations that learn to harness their 
data to predict future trends or risks will have a 
competitive advantage.

Begin with the End in Mind

New initiatives involve many players and moving parts. 
Predictive analytics is no exception. Think about the end 
goals when developing your strategy, and don’t be afraid 
to start small. Consider what your stakeholders want to 
accomplish. Do they want to increase sales? Detect fraud? 
Cut costs? Demonstrating a return on investment for 
one or two areas of invested interest helps win them as 
advocates. With stakeholders as fans, your program has a 
better opportunity to expand.

Set Realistic Objectives

From your end goals you’ll need to plan how you’ll 
achieve them. Identify the data available, where it’s 
located and who has access. Use this data inventory to set 
your objectives. This inventory differs from organization 
to organization. By considering what is possible for you 
specifically, you’ll create objectives you can realistically 
achieve and manage expectations along the way.

Predictive Analytics & Business:  
A Winning Combination

Manage Your Investment

Managing your investment is important, especially 
when you’re getting started. Assigning a specific cost 
center brings visibility to associated cost. Meeting with 
your analytics team frequently keeps your program on 
track. Are you effectively using resources? Do you have the 
appropriate tools? What’s your feedback? Even with tenure, 
analytics programs should be re-evaluated during annual 
planning at a minimum.

Plan for Potential Roadblocks

Access to data creates inevitable risks. Inappropriate 
queries expose you to a potential security incident or 
breach. Include your organization’s information security 
professionals in your analytics program from day one. 
They can help you employ strong security controls around 
accounts with critical or confidential data, especially 
non-public information. Determining data validity is key to 
demonstrate your information is complete and accurate. 
Periodically review your queries and use a change control 
process. If you’re pulling from a data warehouse, conduct 
an audit to make sure data wasn’t altered when it was 
offloaded from production.

Analytics for the Future

The need to collect and understand data isn’t going 
away any time soon. Organizations that play a little 
moneyball can beat out their competition. Implementing 
a predictive analytics program translates the data you 
already know into insights that help you get to market first 
or quickly act on threats. Whatever your play, capitalizing 
on predictive analytics is a win. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/scott-moody-2b17452b/
mailto:smoody%40cbiz.com?subject=
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BY BILL SMITH

 States no longer need to use physical presence as 
the standard to collect sales tax, and the result 
could spell significant changes for retailers, 

e-commerce businesses and, to some extent, their 
customers. 

On June 21, the Supreme Court ruled on South 
Dakota v. Wayfair Inc., a case that involved whether 
South Dakota could impose state sales tax on a business 
that did not have a physical presence within the state but 
did have significant South Dakota transactions. Previous 
Supreme Court rulings (notably National Bellas Hess, 
Inc. v. Department of Revenue of Illinois and Quill Corp. 
v. North Dakota) required a company to have a physical 
presence before a state could subject the company to its 
sales tax registration and reporting. 

South Dakota’s push for “economic nexus” to 
be considered a substantial presence for state sales 
tax purposes echoes the issue that many states are 

How Prepared  
Are You for Sales 
Tax Changes?

encountering in the internet age. As more transactions 
take place online, states lose out on potential sales tax 
revenue. Consumers are required to remit use tax on 
their purchases that are not subject to state sales tax; 
however, compliance under this self-assessment system 
is notoriously low. The Supreme Court sided with South 
Dakota in the Wayfair case and cited the lost revenue 
as a reason to overturn the precedent set in Quill. In its 
decision, the Court estimated that the physical presence 
standard could cost states as much as $33 billion in lost 
state sales tax opportunities.

What the ‘Wayfair’ Decision Means for Retailers  
& Other Businesses

Companies that interact with South Dakota resident 
customers remotely will be affected immediately by the 
decision, but other states will be making changes to their 
sales tax policies in short order. At the time of the ruling, 
41 states had asked the Court to overturn the physical 
presence standard. Nearly 20 have made changes since 
the June ruling.

Retailers and any other businesses using electronic 
commerce should also prepare for a profound increase 
in their sales tax collection responsibilities. The Supreme 
Court decision leaves the door open for states to 
retroactively impose sales tax (though it is anticipated 
that most will not). Some states will implement new sales 
tax policies for 2018. Others may immediately enact 
new policies but include a grace period. Others will begin 
collecting state sales tax on companies with economic 
nexus starting in 2019. 

The ‘Wayfair’ Impact on Consumers

The Supreme Court overturned the physical presence 
standard in part so it could level the playing field between 
remote sellers and brick and mortar sellers. Consumers 
accustomed to “sales tax free” purchases online may now 
find the prices are more consistent with what they would 
expect to pay in person.  

How to Get Ready for the Post ‘Wayfair’ World

State sales tax compliance will be a challenge. 
The Supreme Court ruled on Wayfair with a 5 to 4 vote. 
One of the arguments against eliminating the physical 
presence standard involves the complexity that will 
follow. Sales tax is not limited to states alone; there 
are over 10,000 sales tax jurisdictions with different 
rates, various applications to products or services, and 
differences in substantial presence standards. Smaller 
retailers in particular may want to enlist the help of a tax 
professional to help make the necessary changes that 
are coming their way. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/billsmithcbizmhm/
http://twitter.com/BillSmithTax1
mailto:bill.smith%40cbiz.com?subject=
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BY NEIL MODEL

 When it comes to saving money, one of the first 
questions benefit plan decision makers ask 
is “Where can we start cutting costs?” While 

this is one way to achieve savings, the costs associated 
with the plan are only half the equation. The other half 
revolves around employee health and productivity. What 
if employers shifted their mindsets by viewing these 
costs as an investment? Then, the focus becomes 
productivity and the bottom line, ultimately getting the 
most out of the investment. 

Before decision makers can make this mental shift, 
from cost to investment, it warrants taking a look at some 
of the common barriers to employee health and productivity 
and the resulting effects. 

High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs)

It’s important to consider if HDHPs cause patient 
outcomes to deteriorate. Are employees waiting until they 
are chronically ill to be seen by a physician in order to avoid 
paying the high deductible? Additionally, if employees can’t 
bridge the deductible for their prescriptions or are waiting to 
fill them, this can lead to the worsening of an existing medical 
condition or the development of additional ailments. 

Employee Benefits

Transform Cost
to Investment 
for Benefit 
Plan Prosperity

Presenteeism & Absenteeism

Employees who are too sick to work will call out from 
work, typically. This is known as absenteeism. High rates of 
absenteeism affect not only productivity but also the bottom 
line. Even worse, what are employees doing if they are ill, yet 
don’t take time off of work? They are at work but not working 
to their full ability. This is known as presenteeism, which 
comes with a separate basket of negative consequences, 
including reduced efficiency, workplace epidemics and 
further productivity loss. 

So, how can your investment in your employees result in 
increased health and productivity?

Preventive Care & Wellness

Simply put, preventive care is taking steps to stay 
healthy. Examples include an enhanced health care 
plan, encouraging employees to go for their yearly well-
visit, simplifying the means to receive a flu shot or other 
vaccination (perhaps at a workplace flu clinic) and 
implementing a wellbeing program. The goal is to proactively 
stop illnesses before they start.

Enhanced Rx Benefits

As an employer, would you rather fund the cost of 
statins or incur the cost of heart attacks or strokes? The 
same question can be asked for smoking-related cancers. 
It would be more cost-effective to pay for smoking cessation 
methods. What about diabetes-related diseases? The 
smart and economical move is to make it easier and more 
affordable for these medications to be obtained.

Putting It All Together

Let’s take a look at cutting costs and reinvesting . . .

Assume a 1,000 member health plan with each 
member filling 10 scripts per year costing, on average, 
$100. That amounts to a $1 million drug spend. If the 
employer were able to identify ways to reduce spending by 
$100,000 (the first half of the equation), they would have an 
extra $100,000 with which to do whatever they please. They 
could add it to the bottom line or reinvest it into employees, 
possibly reducing co-pays as an incentive for employees 
to get and take their medications. Seek to garner positive 
outcomes through medication adherence. This scenario 
starts with saving just $100,000 and reinvesting it in order 
to eventually add more than $100,000 to the bottom line. 
Logic suggests a reduced overall health care spend by way 
of better patient outcomes. 

Shifting from a cost to investment mentality can be 
summarized as “what is put into employees is what you get 
out of employees.” Happy and healthy employees are more 
productive, which ultimately generates more revenue than 
only cutting costs. 

NEIL MODEL   
CBIZ Insurance Services, Inc.
nmodel@cbiz.com • 610.862.2460

https://www.linkedin.com/in/neilmodel
http://twitter.com/NeilModel
mailto:nmodel%40cbiz.com?subject=
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(Continued on page 8)

BY EMILY NOLL

A successful wellbeing program is not equal parts 
gym membership, healthy cafeteria food and 
screenings. In order for wellbeing to be ingrained 

into the culture of your organization, there’s one oft-
overlooked ingredient that is critical for sustainability: 
management.

Managers play a strategic role in not only spreading 
awareness of benefits and wellbeing programs but 

also in enhancing and preserving the overall corporate 
culture in which wellbeing becomes integrated. Too 
often, companies underestimate the role managers play 
in human resources; after all, they have project plans 
to track, budgets to juggle, employees to supervise 
and problems to solve. However, a manager who fails 
to lead by example, listen to ideas and concerns, 
leverage employees’ strengths, celebrate successes and 
show appreciation can ultimately be detrimental to an 
employee’s health.

Building a Successful Wellbeing
Program: The Overlooked 
Key Component
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Your Team.

Companies often mistakenly depend too heavily 
on extrinsic financial rewards or defer to employees to 
motivate each other to become involved in wellbeing 
programs. However, as with anything at your organization, 
in order for wellbeing programs to achieve success, 
they require leadership. We need to shift the focus to 
managers by offering tools and training on how they can 
help their employees thrive. Coaching and mentorships 
will help managers develop a service leadership style that 
is conducive to inspiring their employees and building a 
cohesive, satisfied team.

By transforming managers in various job functions 
across the organization into wellbeing champions for the 
company, you’re developing leaders capable of creating 
a more dynamic energy among your workforce. Rather 
than placing the responsibility for wellbeing program 
momentum solely on the backs of human resources 
professionals, managers who lead the wellbeing charge 
can bring more excitement to the table. Not to mention, 
HR professionals wear many different hats,  
and by empowering managers to become wellbeing 
champions, they are less likely themselves to become 
burned out. A team of management-level champions, 
along with an employee wellbeing committee, helps to 

ensure a more diversified, well-rounded program that is 
meaningful to all employees.

There are many easy ways to enlist managers as 
wellbeing champions for your organization. Managers 
can take turns doing educational desk drops about 
upcoming events, letting employees know about 
workplace happenings in-person. They can provide 
healthy snacks, lead walking meetings, encourage 
volunteerism and participation in projects that brighten 
work/life, share successes in words or pictures, and 
simply express gratitude for employee creativity and 
quality of work. Include a wellbeing overview as part of 
the onboarding process for new employees and check 
in regularly to help keep a pulse on morale and better 
understand barriers to participation.

Ultimately, the job of a wellbeing champion doesn’t 
have to be time-consuming, but it does take enthusiasm 
and leadership. Your managers just may be the people to 
take on this role. 

Human Resources (Continued from page 7)
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